During the spring and summer of 2010 persistent rumours regarding the failing health of Hosni Mubarak, then the president of Egypt, circulated throughout the Middle East (the current pictures of Mubarak on a stretcher behind bars in a Cairene court raise similar guesses). Mubarak, aged over eighty, was first hospitalised in March 2010 to undergo gall-bladder surgery and four months later entered hospital again without disclosing the exact nature of the malady, the course of treatment, or his general medical condition. This was fertile ground for rumours claiming that Mubarak was suffering from cancer and on his deathbed. These rumours in turn fuelled speculation regarding who would take over once he passed away, which affected the local stock market negatively. It is noteworthy that Mubarak chose a hospital far from his country: he was hospitalised in Germany. Footage, devoid of sound, showed him in his hospital room, dressed in a black robe, talking animatedly with his local physicians. Mubarak\'s choice is far from being unique for a political leader. Noted examples are Yasser Arafat, who passed away in a Parisian hospital, King Hussein of Jordan, who was treated in the Mayo Clinic in the US and returned to his homeland to die, or Ehud Olmert, the Israeli ex-Prime Minister, who also chose an American institution for his prostate cancer treatment.

This is clearly a recurring act. Why? Why would these leaders, who obviously could enjoy the best medical advice of their country, choose to go elsewhere? Why are foreign medicine and medical doctors so attractive to Middle Eastern leaders? This is the question posed by Ann Marie Moulin of Université Paris VII and director of research at the CNRS, whose publications on Muslim medicine (usually in the context of Egypt and modernisation) are numerous.

Moulin describes cases of physicians crossing many different physical and mental borders to practise at foreign courts. She starts with the mediaeval figure of Maimonides (d. 1204), the eminent Jewish rabbi, philosopher and physician. He escaped Muslim Spain to North Africa, lived for a while in the Holy Land, and eventually settled in Egypt where he served the Shi′ite Fatimid court, and later that of the Sunni Ayyubid. He was known to the Crusaders as well, and Amalric I of Jerusalem also consulted him. For the early modern period, Moulin chose to skip the familiar cases of Europeans at the Ottoman court in favour of examples like the Frenchman François Bernier (1625--88), who was the personal physician of the Mughal emperor Aurangzeb, and his younger contemporary Niccolo Manucci (1639--1714), a Venetian adventurer who served the Mughals as a physician as well as an artilleryman. Moulin ends with cases from the twentieth century: European physicians, including women, practising in Afghanistan and Yemen.

These case histories allow Moulin to deal with questions pertaining to the intersection of government and knowledge; the mobility of medical practice, texts, equipment and theories; the multi-layered services offered by a medical healer to his (or her) patron, such as conducting delicate diplomatic negotiations on his behalf (at times, medical services seems almost incidental to the many other tasks entrusted to these physicians). Moulin allots considerable space to nineteenth- and twentieth-century cases where she can rely on her previous work on the modernisation of Arabic medicine. Here, she describes the contribution of foreign physicians to the professionalisation, modernisation and Westernisation of medicine since the nineteenth century.

To put Moulin\'s narrative into perspective, it is worth noting that most physicians to Middle Eastern or Muslim rulers were, in fact, locals (an interesting question for a future study would be what 'local' meant in the context of vast multi-lingual, multi-ethnic, and multi-religious empires such as the Ottoman and the Mughal). Outside the courts of the élite, the presence of foreign physicians was even more restricted. Yet Moulin\'s book -- which culminates in modern cases -- indicates that a foreign physician serving a Muslim leader is a resilient phenomenon well into our era.
